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The Gold Saints train harder and find their wings, then they launch an attack on the North. All over
the world, people are remembering the Gold Saints' words and their efforts. The Gold Saints

celebrate and decide to continue to fight to protect Athena's Sanctuary. Meanwhile, the Gold Saints
visit the mansion of the Pain Saint, Shion, where they find that he has been asleep for a long time. As

it turns out, his mind was possessed by Hades. The Gold Saints awaken Shion, telling him that he
must continue the battle. They leave the house and Pegasus arrives. At first glance, Saint Seiya

seems like your standard 80s action series. Upon closer scrutiny however, it becomes apparent that
there are many references to Greek myth and the Classics. Besides the main characters, there are

quite a few characters that refer to the Greco-Roman pantheon, as well as all the main Gods of
Greek mythology. The first story arc is about the birth of Athena, and features her birth from the
head of Zeus (Poseidon) and the forehead of her mother, Metis. Athena is then miraculously born

with a full armour of her divine half-brothers, the Titans. Athena makes her debut in the second arc,
following the death of her parents. A young Athena wanders to the Temple of Ephesos and

encounters a young girl, Saori, who nurses her back to life. Thereafter, Athena goes on to have her
own adventures which seem more personal and less about the Titans. In the third arc, she is

revealed to be a reincarnation of the goddess Athena. She helps the Saints to defeat the Ill-Crowned
Kings and battles against Hades in the Underworld. Afterwards, Athena creates the Amazon Empire

and meets and trains three virgins, named the Daughters of the Amazon. The final arc is about
Hades, the God of the Underworld, who dies and is reborn. He then brings himself back to life via the

power of an artifact and starts his quest to regain the Greek Gods' lands and rule them. The next
storyline is about the cycle of planets and the need for a new God of Olympus. The final arc brings

everything together in a conclusion of the Holy Wars, with the Saints meeting Hades, the God of the
Underworld, and his wife Persephone, the Goddess of Death, on Mount Olympus. Furthermore, in
conclusion, Athena chooses Seiya as a fellow Saint to follow. Later on, Athena takes her leave in

order for Seiya to return to human civilization and meet a mortal woman. As a parting gift, Athena
bestows upon him the Wings of Hermes, a pair of special wings that grant a Saint the ability to fly.
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